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Over the past decade, psychological science has come 
to appreciate the importance of the mind’s tendency to 
engage in rich, internal thought that is unrelated to the 
here and now, or mind wandering. Scientific investiga-
tion of mind wandering has truly burgeoned in recent 
years; some described this as the “era of the wandering 
mind” (Callard, Smallwood, Golchert, & Margulies, 
2013). Through 2006, there was a dearth of research 
examining mind wandering. In more recent years, how-
ever, there has been an enormous increase of interest 
in the topic, 99 articles on mind wandering having been 
published through October 2019 (see Fig. 1).

The Scientific Study of Task-Unrelated 
Thought

The striking escalation in mind-wandering research 
over the past 10 years raises a question: What happened 
to make mind wandering such a popular topic? Several 
factors may have conspired to excite research on mind 
wandering (see Callard et al., 2013, for further discus-
sion). Mind wandering occurs somewhat regularly; con-
servative estimates stated that around 20% of waking 

hours are spent mind wandering (Seli, Beaty, et  al., 
2018; less conservative measures estimated that around 
50% of waking hours are spent mind wandering, Kane 
et al., 2007; Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010). Mind wan-
dering has unique costs and benefits. It has been found 
to disrupt primary task performance and rivals intoxica-
tion and texting as a source of automobile accidents 
(Yanko & Spalek, 2013). However, mind wandering is 
potentially beneficial and is connected with relief from 
boredom (Baird, Smallwood, & Schooler, 2010), positive 
mood (Franklin, Broadway, Mrazek, Smallwood, & 
Schooler, 2013), and attenuation of habituation 
(Mooneyham & Schooler, 2016).

Two methodological trends also help to explain 
growing interest in mind wandering. First, evidence has 
been accumulating over the past 10 years that docu-
ments the validity of self-report measures in mind wan-
dering research by demonstrating convergence between 
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self-reports and a host of other indirect measures that 
could reasonably be expected to correspond with mind 
wandering. This includes behavioral measures such as 
performance (McVay & Kane, 2009) and changes in 
response variability (Seli, Cheyne, & Smilek, 2013) as 
well as physiological measures such as evoked response 
potentials (Smallwood, Beach, Schooler, & Handy, 
2008) and gaze behavior (Krasich et al., 2018). Second, 
the advent of experience-sampling methodologies (for 
reviews, see Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; de Vries, 
Dijkman-Caes, & Delespaul, 1990; Hurlburt, 1997) 
allowed researchers to sample the occurrence of mental 
events in everyday life. This enabled comparisons 
between mind wandering in the laboratory with mind 
wandering in daily life.

One critical factor that we focus on here was inspired 
by a widely cited review by Smallwood and Schooler 
(2006). Until this review, mental states that subsequently 
would be classified as mind wandering were characterized 
by a host of obscure and unfamiliar names (e.g., task-
unrelated thought, stimulus-independent thought, mind 
pops). However, Smallwood and Schooler argued for the 
value of using the single term mind wandering as the 
umbrella term to describe the various phenomena:

Perhaps part of the reason why mind wandering 
has escaped mainstream attention is that research 
addressing the issue has been framed in the context 
of a variety of disparate constructs. . . . These various 
lines of research have all addressed the basic 

phenomenal characteristics of mind wandering, a 
shift of attention away from a primary task towards 
internal information, such as memories . . . by 
referring to this phenomenon as mind wandering, 
a term familiar to the lay person, we hope to 
elevate the status of this research into mainstream 
psychological thinking. (p. 946)

As can be seen in Figure 1, following Smallwood and 
Schooler’s (2006) review, the field witnessed dramatic 
increases in both research on this general topic and the 
specific preference for the moniker of mind wandering 
over other terms. It thus seems that Smallwood and 
Schooler were successful in spurring the field forward 
in the investigation of mind wandering by encouraging 
the use of that particular term.

Challenges to scientific research  
on mind wandering

Although the field appears to have been stimulated by 
the convergence of disparate research traditions under 
the rubric of mind wandering, this may not have been 
without some costs. One such cost becomes evident 
when considering the challenges of experimentally 
operationalizing the concept of “mind wandering”—a 
step that is necessary when assessing mind wandering 
in laboratory settings and in daily life and that is essen-
tial for theoretical progress. Because of differences 
between research traditions and research questions, 
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Fig. 1. Changes in the number of publications focused on mind wandering from 2005 to 2018. 
The data for this figure were obtained (on October 7, 2019) by conducting a search, via pubmed 
.org, for any articles that used the term mind wandering in the title or abstract of the article.
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these operationalizations varied substantially between 
studies and often picked out overlapping—although 
distinct—cognitive states. Despite this, it has become 
common practice for researchers to discuss results in 
terms of a generic concept of mind wandering without 
noting these subtle differences.

Some researchers have made the case against this 
practice and argued for more nuance in the study of 
mind wandering (for review, see Seli, Risko, Smilek, & 
Schacter, 2016). A recent review from Seli, Kane, 
Smallwood, et al. (2018) provided a general argument 
that mind wandering is a heterogeneous construct with 
multiple overlapping attributes that no single instance 
of mind wandering fully exemplifies, such as task unre-
latedness, stimulus independence, lack of guidance, 
intentionality, and others (see also Seli, Kane, Metzinger, 
et  al., 2018). This creates a problem of generalizing 
across different empirical results from studies that adopt 
disparate operational definitions of mind wandering. 
Grouping various empirical results may obscure impor-
tant details and distinctions and, for this reason, hinder 
the emergence of a mature scientific account of mind 
wandering that is sensitive to the complex and often 
heterogeneous nature of the experience. In light of the 
different kinds of mind wandering, Seli, Kane, Smallwood, 
et al. (2018) suggested that to avoid generalization prob-
lems, researchers should identify the kind of mind wan-
dering they are studying. In line with the suggestions of 
Seli, Kane, Smallwood, et  al. (2018), our aim was to 
consider in isolation one variety of mind wandering that 
has received considerable attention over the past decade 
or so—the task-unrelated thought (TUT)—and to specifi-
cally focus on the current conceptual and theoretical 
challenges faced by TUT researchers.

Task-unrelated thought

To date, the most common approach taken by researchers 
has been to operationalize mind wandering as cognitive 
processing that is unrelated, in varying degrees, to some 
ongoing, externally oriented task (i.e., TUT). Indeed, as 
recently highlighted, of the peer-reviewed articles pub-
lished in 2016 with “mind wandering” in the title, 94.5% 
referred to mind wandering as reflecting some form of 
TUT (Mills, Raffaelli, Irving, Stan, & Christoff, 2018).

The adoption of a TUT conceptualization of mind wan-
dering has been beneficial because investigations of TUT 
have allowed researchers to determine the various task 
features that require people’s attention as well as the con-
sequences, which are often negative, of failing to attend 
to ongoing tasks. For instance, researchers examined TUT 
in the context of learning in educational settings (Wammes, 
Boucher, Seli, Cheyne, & Smilek, 2013), reading (Feng, 

D’Mello, & Graesser, 2013; Schad, Nuthmann, & Engbert, 
2012), and driving (Yanko & Spalek, 2013, 2014), all of 
which are tasks during which TUT tends to have negative 
consequences for performance.

Although studies of TUT have shed light on the 
causes, consequences, and correlates of task inattention 
in a variety of important contexts, some notable meth-
odological and conceptual complications exist in this 
current period of research on the topic. These compli-
cations can hinder the development of a more nuanced 
scientific account of TUT. Addressing these complica-
tions provides fertile grounds for future research on the 
topic. In this article, we discuss three methodological 
and conceptual complications with the current scientific 
study of TUT and discuss potential directions for 
researchers to take moving forward.

Three Complications in Studies  
of Task-Unrelated Thought

One complicating factor in studies of TUT is that what 
constitutes a task is not clear. Consequently, it is not 
clear which thoughts ought to be classified as task-
unrelated versus task-related. In most laboratory inves-
tigations of TUT, researchers assigned to participants a 
putative “focal task,” and thoughts that were not directly 
related to these researcher-imposed tasks were classified 
as TUTs. Indeed, to date, one of the most common 
methods for indexing TUT in the laboratory has been 
to intermittently probe participants to report whether 
just before the onset of a probe, they were “on task” 
(i.e., focused on the researcher-imposed task) or “mind 
wandering” (i.e., thinking about things unrelated to the 
researcher-imposed task; for a review, see Weinstein, 
2018). Note that inherent in this practice is the assump-
tion that a researcher-imposed task corresponds to the 
participant’s primary (focal) task; that is, researchers 
typically assume that participants fully intend to per-
form the researcher-imposed task.

Because the notion of task is central to the study of 
TUT, we want to introduce some conceptual machinery 
that distinguishes tasks from goals and in which tasks 
fit into the broader tapestry of human agency. In our 
view, tasks are concrete routines enacted through a 
series of coordinated, congruent actions that facilitate 
achieving goals. Thus, performing a task requires goal 
pursuit. Maintaining an intended goal, however, does 
not require having a task immediately enacted. Goals 
reflect desires to perform activities with valuable ter-
mini (see Klinger, 2013), but goals can be ambiguous, 
wide-ranging, and enacted later in time. For example, 
goals can be as diverse as learning a new language or 
getting in shape. Other goals are a little more well 
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defined, such as finishing the writing of the manu-
script by next week. Following our view, a goal (learn 
a new language) is achieved by performing a relevant 
task or multiple tasks (completing an online language 
course).

Goals are always self-selected, although adopting a 
goal might occur in virtue of deception or manipula-
tion. Tasks, on the other hand, can be either self- or 
other-imposed. For example, one goal might consist in 
keeping one’s job or being a good spouse. This might 
sometimes require performing a task because an indi-
vidual’s boss or spouse tells him or her to do some-
thing. Performing self-selected or other-imposed tasks 
might require the same bodily movements (organizing 
a spreadsheet is the same no matter how you slice it), 
but the difference might reflect motivational and expe-
riential differences in task performance.

What makes something a primary (or focal) task is 
that the individual intends to perform a specific task in 
the present to pursue a goal. A real-life example might 
describe someone preparing dessert by baking a cake 
and making some frosting. Both of these, in turn, 
require the performance of specific subroutines (pre-
heat the oven, beat eggs, mix dry ingredients, etc.). In 
a laboratory setting, researchers ask participants to 
complete specific tasks, and the hope is that the par-
ticipant’s goal is to follow the researcher’s instructions 

and complete the task with care. Having the intention 
to complete the task generates further commitments to 
guide one’s attention in ways that contribute to per-
forming the task (see Fig. 2).1 However, people can, 
and often do, have multiple overlapping goals that they 
are equally interested in realizing at any given time. 
People can then shift attention between different goals 
and their associated task sets. This alters the balance 
of the person’s priorities, which in turn alters his or her 
attentional commitments. This is important because it 
shows that an individual can engage in thoughts that 
(a) are unrelated to a current task but (b) contribute to 
performing a different task. In the laboratory, this might 
manifest as a shift of attention from the researcher-
imposed task to some other (internally oriented) task 
that relates to a different goal.2 For example, a researcher 
might instruct a participant to perform a one-back task, 
but the participant can (perhaps because of boredom 
or fatigue) decide to think about—or slip into thinking 
about—what to buy later at the grocery store. This idea 
is described in detail in the goal theory of current con-
cerns, which proposes that mind wandering occurs 
when engaging with internal goals and desires has a 
higher incentive value than attending to the external 
environment; therefore, mind wandering is rooted in 
competition between self-relevant, internal priorities 
and task-relevant, external priorities (Klinger, 1971, 

Subroutine

Task

Goal Prepare Dessert

Bake Cake

Preheat Oven
Mix Dry

Ingredients
Beat Sugar,

Butter, and Eggs

Make Frosting

Simmer Cream Warm Chocolate

Fig. 2. Structure of activities. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between goals, tasks, and subroutines. When individuals intend to perform a 
task (baking a cake) or a subroutine (mixing dry ingredients) to achieve their goal (preparing dessert), they thereby adopt commitments to 
guide attention in ways that support performing these tasks and subroutines. For example, one must pay attention to the necessary amounts 
of ingredients, how well things should be mixed, and so on. Figure 2 also shows how someone could engage in a thought-unrelated task 
(TUT) without thereby neglecting their goal. Someone could, for instance, mix dry ingredients while thinking of how best to make the frost-
ing. This would be a case of TUT that was still related to the overall goal of making dessert. The differences across the hierarchy can be 
accounted for in terms of inherent structure. Goals are less structured than tasks because there are many ways to prepare dessert without 
baking a cake. Tasks are less structured than subroutines because one could bake a cake that does not require beating butter, sugar, and 
eggs. Finally, note that laboratory activities are typically much less complicated than this daily-life example. A participant performing a 
vigilance task in a lab has one goal (comply with the researcher), one task (the vigilance task), and presumably one subroutine (monitor for 
target stimuli and produce a response when appropriate).
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2013, 2018; Klinger & Cox, 2011; Klinger, Marchetti, & 
Koster, 2018).

What the foregoing suggests is that there are various 
kinds of off-task thought that can occur in the context 
of task performance. One kind manifests task inatten-
tiveness. The participant intends to perform the 
researcher-imposed task and so commits to attending 
to the task. But, for whatever reason, the participant’s 
attention gets pulled to something that does not con-
tribute to task performance and is not related to execut-
ing the intention. However, a different kind of off-task 
thought manifests goal substitution. That is, the partici-
pant shifts to pursuing a different goal and his or her 
thoughts are related to executing this other intention. 
In this case, the participant adopts different attentional 
commitments (see Table 1).

Canonical examples of mind wandering construe it 
as disengaging from a current task and intentionally 
thinking about something else. This reflects one kind 
of intentional TUT (i.e., directed intentional TUT). Peo-
ple experience directed intentional TUT when they 
intentionally shift attention away from their current task 
and direct their thoughts to a different task. However, 
a second type of intentional TUT—undirected inten-
tional TUT—includes thoughts that occur in situations 
wherein participants have intentionally disengaged 
from the current task but have not committed to direct 

their attention to any specific thing. In this case, the 
participant intentionally allows his or her mind to wan-
der and drift between different internally generated 
contents without any specific focus (see Table 2).

Note that the original distinction between intentional 
and unintentional TUT fails to capture the distinction 
between directed and undirected TUT. For one, undi-
rected TUT, although intentionally initiated, may have 
internal dynamics that are more closely aligned with 
unintentional TUT than with directed TUT. Further-
more, undirected TUT manifests task inattentiveness, 
whereas directed TUT might not (more on this below). 
Thus, researchers cannot assume that intentional TUT 
manifests task attentiveness given the differences 
between directed and undirected TUT.

As stated earlier, directed intentional TUT might 
manifest task inattentiveness, but it might not (see Table 
3). Successfully directed TUT occurs when a participant 
commits to attending to some other task and success-
fully maintains his or her attention on this self-selected 
task.3 Unsuccessfully directed TUT occurs (as the name 
suggests) when a participant switches tasks and fails 
to maintain attention on this other task.4

Our distinctions are not drawn in ways that reflect 
potential differences or similarities in either content or 
dynamics. This way of carving the terrain might seem 
odd for two reasons. First, distinct forms of TUT (on 

Table 1. Definitions and Examples of Unintentional and Intentional TUT

Variety of TUT Definition Example

Unintentional TUT Thoughts that (a) are unrelated to a 
current task and (b) occur despite the 
fact that the participant is committed to 
attending to the current task

A researcher instructs a participant to complete a one-back 
task. The participant is committed to attending to the one-
back task but inadvertently begins to think about thoughts 
unrelated to the one-back task (e.g., grocery list).

Intentional TUT Thoughts that (a) are unrelated to a 
current task and (b) occur when the 
participant intends to think about 
something unrelated to the current task

A researcher instructs a participant to complete a one-back 
task. The participant is not committed to attending to the 
one-back task and intentionally attempts to think about 
an unrelated activity (e.g., grocery list).

Note: TUT = task-unrelated thought.

Table 2. Definitions and Examples of Various Intentional TUTs

Variety of intentional TUT Definition Example

Directed intentional TUT Thoughts that are unrelated to a current 
task and occur when the participant 
commits to attending to another task

A researcher instructs a participant to complete 
a one-back task. The participant is not 
committed to attending to the one-back task 
and intentionally attempts to think about an 
unrelated activity (e.g., making a grocery list).

Undirected intentional TUT Thoughts that are unrelated to a current 
task and occur when one’s thoughts 
drift between different contents 
without committing to focus on any 
specific content

A researcher instructs a participant to complete 
a one-back task. The participant is not 
committed to attending to the one-back task and 
intentionally lets his or her mind wander without 
directing his or her focus to a given activity.

Note: TUT = task-unrelated thought.
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our scheme) might overlap in content or dynamics, 
which would thus render a distinction inapt or mislead-
ing. Second, the dynamics of TUT seem more relevant 
to understanding the psychological mechanisms and 
component processes that support TUT. Hence, distinc-
tions that are insensitive to the dynamics of TUT do not 
help advance the scientific study of TUT.

We believe that our taxonomy can help to generate 
new hypotheses and predictions about the mechanisms 
and component processes of TUT. Although our catego-
ries may not shed light on components or mechanisms 
of TUT, there is no way to know this without first pro-
posing distinctions and then testing for their empirical 
adequacy. By proposing a set of plausible behavioral 
categories, we can generate further hypotheses about 
(a) how to differentiate forms of TUT and (b) which 
mechanisms may support differential forms of TUT. 
Without these behavioral categories, it is difficult to 
determine how we would go about constructing mecha-
nistic hypotheses of TUT.

We argued for distinctions between various kinds of 
off-task thought, unintentional TUT, undirected TUT, 
and unsuccessfully directed TUT (see Fig. 3), although 
only some of these seem to count as genuine instances 
of task inattentiveness. Other varieties of TUT (e.g., 
successfully directed TUT) do not count as instances 
of task inattentiveness because in these situations, par-
ticipants have committed to attend to some task and 
do so successfully. The illusion of task inattentiveness 
arises only if one assumes that a researcher-imposed 
task always constitutes the participant’s focal task.

Although it is plausible that participants engage in 
all three varieties of TUT in the laboratory, there is cur-
rently no vocabulary or methodology with which to 
distinguish among these different types of experience. 
Recognizing these distinctions is critical because these 

three varieties of TUT likely reflect different types of 
cognitive processes, and thus, conflating them is prob-
lematic. Directed TUT, for example, may largely be 
driven by lack of motivation to perform the researcher-
imposed task, whereas unintentional TUT may derive 
from control failures. Moreover, unintentional TUT and 
unsuccessfully directed TUT may be more likely than 
successfully directed TUT to be attributable to failures 
of executive control (see McVay & Kane, 2010; Robison 
& Unsworth, 2018).5

This latter point is particularly noteworthy because 
one of the dominant theoretical accounts of mind wan-
dering, the Executive Control Failures × Concerns 
account (McVay & Kane, 2010; see also Klinger, 1978; 
Klinger & Cox, 1987), posited that TUTs reflect failures 
to “defend primary-task performance against interfer-
ence from . . . thoughts” (McVay & Kane, 2010, p. 195). 
On this account, TUTs occur when an individual fails 
to allocate attention properly. Although a common 
practice has been to assume that all thoughts that are 
unrelated to a researcher-imposed task must reflect 
such control failures (e.g., Blanchard, Bixler, Joyce, & 
D’Mello, 2014; Carciofo, Du, Song, & Zhang, 2014; Kane 
& McVay, 2012; McVay & Kane, 2010; Qu et al., 2015; 
Rummel & Boywitt, 2014), successfully directed TUT 
would, if anything, reflect a success of cognitive control 
because the participant would have effectively allocated 
his or her attention to a task he or she committed to 
completing. Thus, without distinguishing these different 
varieties of TUT, researchers who are interested in 
investigations of failures of cognitive control may 
unwittingly conflate actual failures of control with suc-
cessful exercises of control (see Thomson, Besner, & 
Smilek, 2015).

For this reason, we believe that our distinctions are 
important for developing more nuanced theoretical 

Table 3. Definitions and Examples of Various Directed TUTs

Variety of directed TUT Definition Example

Successful directed TUT Thoughts that (a) are unrelated 
to a current task, (b) occur 
when the participant commits 
to attending to some other 
task, and (c) are successfully 
maintained on this other task

A researcher instructs a participant to complete a one-
back task. The participant is not committed to attending 
to the one-back task and deliberately attempts to think 
about an unrelated task (e.g., making a grocery list). The 
participant successfully allocates his or her attention to 
the task of making the grocery list.

Unsuccessful directed TUT Thoughts that (a) are unrelated to 
a current task, (b) occur when 
the participant commits to 
attending to another task, and 
(c) are inadvertently directed 
away from this other task

A researcher instructs a participant to complete a one-
back task. The participant is not committed to attending 
to the one-back task and deliberately attempts to think 
about an unrelated activity (e.g., making a grocery list). 
However, the participant unsuccessfully allocates his or 
her attention to the self-selected activity of making the 
grocery list and instead thinks unrelated thoughts.

Note: TUT = task-unrelated thought.
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accounts of TUT. Current accounts make assumptions 
about the kinds of thoughts participants are reporting 
that according to our scheme, are incorrect (e.g., TUT 
always reflect unintentional thought, TUT reflect fail-
ures of control, or that intentional TUT must reflect a 
success of cognitive control).

Our proposed distinctions are not pulled from thin 
air. Recent work on the intentionality of TUT estab-
lished important precedents for our proposed taxon-
omy (see Seli, Risko, & Smilek, 2016b; Seli et al., 2016). 
This research supports a distinction between uninten-
tional and intentional forms of TUT, which informs the 
first distinction listed in Figure 3. However, the inten-
tional/unintentional distinction only captures some of 
the nuances of TUT. Indeed, it would appear that unin-
tentional TUT and unsuccessfully directed TUT are both 
typical consequences of a failure to allocate one’s atten-
tional resources toward an activity that one has com-
mitted to performing (i.e., a failure of executive control). 
The problem, however, is that the intentionality distinc-
tion does not capture this. The following examples 
make this clear:

1. A participant is assigned a sustained-attention 
task, but instead of focusing on the task, the 
participant intentionally begins constructing a 
grocery list and successfully maintains his or her 
attention on this activity (until now, these 
thoughts would be classified as intentional TUT, 
but according to our proposed terminology, they 
would be classified as successfully directed TUT).

2. A participant is assigned a sustained-attention 
task, but instead of focusing on the task, the 
participant intentionally begins constructing a 
grocery list and fails to maintain his or her atten-
tion on this activity (until now, these thoughts 
would likewise be classified as intentional TUT, 
but by our terminology, they would be classified 
as unsuccessfully directed TUT).6

Armed only with the distinction between intentional 
and unintentional TUT, researchers would lump 
thoughts from Scenario 1 with Scenario 2. But, there 
appear to be real (empirically tractable) differences 
between the processes underlying these two streams 
of thought. So, although research focused on distin-
guishing between intentional and unintentional TUT 
has been fruitful, as researchers move forward in their 
investigations of TUT, more precise terminology and 
correspondingly appropriate methodologies will be 
required to allow researchers to deconfound these three 
varieties of TUT.

This consideration could be accommodated in the 
laboratory by requiring participants to, after presenta-
tion of each thought probe, indicate whether they were 
focused on completing the researcher-imposed task or 
were focused on something else (this distinguishes 
intentional from unintentional TUT). If the participant 
is focused on the researcher-imposed task, a follow-up 
about whether the person was thinking about the task 
would differentiate unintentional TUT from on-task 
thought. If the participant is focused on something else, 

Off-Task Thought

Unintentional

PerseverativeMeandering

Intentional

Undirected Directed

Successful Unsuccessful

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of task-unrelated thought (TUT). This classification is based on the distinctions mentioned 
in the text. Highlighted in bold are the kinds of TUT that exhibit different forms of task inattentiveness. How-
ever, these different forms of TUT may reflect dissociable cognitive processes and should not automatically 
be lumped together. Unintentional meandering and perseverative TUT are italicized to highlight the fact that 
these forms of thought may or may not exhibit task inattentiveness because both may momentarily include 
task-related contents. Highlighted in blue are different forms of intentional TUT that do not reflect task inat-
tentiveness despite potentially constituting off-task thought.
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then it needs to be determined whether the participant 
was thinking about something specific or just letting 
his or her thoughts drift. Drifting thoughts count as 
undirected intentional TUT, whereas specific thoughts 
indicate directed TUT. Finally, one could ask partici-
pants whether they successfully maintained focus or 
were distracted. The former counts as successfully 
directed TUT, whereas the latter counts as unsuccess-
fully directed TUT. Figure 4 represents a series of sam-
ple thought probes that correspond to the taxonomy 
outlined in Figure 3.

Daily-Life TUT Differs From  
Laboratory TUT

The study of TUT extends beyond the laboratory, in 
which researchers are interested in the frequency and 
content of TUT in daily life. There are several method-
ological concerns with these daily-life studies, however. 
First, whereas researchers have traditionally been inter-
ested in thoughts unrelated to an other-imposed task, 
to date, daily-life studies of TUT rarely include such 
tasks or rarely attempt to determine whether people 
are performing self-selected or other-imposed activities. 
Second, researchers have tended to assume that in daily 
life, as in the laboratory, participants are always com-
pleting some sort of focal task—although clearly not a 
researcher-imposed task. However, there is currently 
an absence of support for this critical assumption, and 
introspection suggests that the assumption is likely 
incorrect. We outline two complications with daily-life 
studies of TUT on the basis of these considerations.

Some daily-life tasks differ from 
researcher-imposed tasks

Researchers tend to treat daily-life TUTs as being equiv-
alent (or at least, directly comparable) to laboratory-
based TUTs (e.g., Kane et  al., 2017; Song & Wang, 
2012). Although there are no researcher-imposed activi-
ties in daily life, there are other-imposed activities (e.g., 
one’s spouse asks one to wash the dishes or a boss asks 
an employee to fill out some additional paperwork). 
This suggests that the taxonomy of TUT outlined in 
Figure 3 also applies to TUT in daily life. Although the 
distinctions depicted in Figure 3 certainly apply in 
many cases, their application elides a crucial difference 
between some daily-life tasks and laboratory tasks.

The performance of daily-life tasks often does not 
require sustained attention for adequate performance. 
People can strategically allocate attention to compen-
sate for waning motivation or fatigue. Suppose some-
one is writing a manuscript. They might write for  
30 min and then take a 10-min break to get coffee or 

take a walk. But, the “30 min on/10 min off” approach 
might reflect strategic task performance. From the indi-
vidual’s perspective, it might still be the case that he or 
she is writing the manuscript even while taking the 
10-min break. In this situation, the application of TUT 
is unclear. Because not all task performance requires 
sustained attention, individuals can still be performing 
a task without thinking about it in the moment. Current 
daily-life methods presume that people are either 
engaged in a focal task or doing nothing. But the previ-
ous example shows that daily life is more fluid.

The vast majority of tasks employed in laboratory-
based studies of TUT do not exhibit these fluid char-
acteristics (but see Seli, Carriere, et  al., 2018). 
Laboratory tasks employed in the study of TUT tend 
to require rapid perceptual discriminations of transient 
signals to make accurate behavioral responses. With-
out a high degree of attentiveness, people are liable 
to make inaccurate responses (Seli et al., 2014). These 
tasks also tend to be quite boring and are very differ-
ent from daily-life activities (knitting, baking, writing). 
This does not imply that laboratory tasks are inher-
ently more attentionally demanding than daily life 
activities. Although researchers can manipulate atten-
tional load, they often fail to manipulate these loads 
outside of a minimal range that hovers toward maxi-
mally demanding.

This suggests a few methodological problems with 
directly comparing laboratory and daily life studies of 
TUT. First, different kinds of tasks generate different 
classifications of thoughts associated with such tasks. 
For example, strategically engaging in a task implies 
that not every thought unrelated to such activities quali-
fies as TUT (i.e., it is not obvious that every thought a 
person has on a 10-min break from morning writing 
counts as TUT). In fact, it is not clear whether people 
can experience TUTs in moments of taking a planned, 
limited break from a task.

Second, laboratory-based task performance is typi-
cally sensitive to even small degrees of task inattentive-
ness (Schad et al., 2012; Seli et al., 2014), whereas many 
of the activities in daily life tolerate moderate levels of 
inattentiveness. People might, for example, hear a mel-
ody in their heads while washing the dishes. This would 
qualify as TUT in a laboratory-based study (assuming 
the participant had not willfully shifted his or her atten-
tion to singing the song internally, which would make 
such thoughts directed intentional TUT), but because 
it does not affect task performance, the individual may 
not judge that he or she is being inattentive (or report 
mind wandering).

The issue here is not that daily-life tasks and laboratory-
based tasks are fundamentally different; rather, the 
issue is that current daily-life methodologies are not 
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discriminative enough to capture the various ways that 
people structure their activities in daily life. Laboratory-
based tasks tend not to permit strategic engagement. 
Another way to put the difference is that thoughts 
related (or unrelated) to strategic tasks are not readily 
classifiable as on task or off task. Thus, how to classify 
thoughts related (or unrelated) to strategically engaged 
tasks is an important question for future research to 
tackle.

Task-free and task-ambiguous 
scenarios in daily life

Another problem with daily-life investigations of TUT 
is that researchers have tended to assume that in their 
daily lives, people are always engaged in a task away 
from which their thoughts can wander to unrelated 
content (e.g., Kane et al., 2007, 2017; Killingsworth & 
Gilbert, 2010; McVay, Kane, & Kwapil, 2009; Song & 
Wang, 2012). One concern with this assumption, as 
noted above, is that some tasks are temporally fluid to 
a degree that people can fail to fully attend to those 
tasks without those thoughts qualifying as TUT. Another 
concern is that daily life consists of task-ambiguous or 
task-free scenarios. For instance, while sitting on a bus 
or relaxing on the beach, one could argue that the 
individual is not completing a focal task, and conse-
quently, TUT is precluded in such contexts. However, 
sitting on the bus might be a component of a larger 
plan such as traveling to the grocery store, which would 
make the scenario task-ambiguous. The ambiguity 
arises when it is unclear whether the individual views 
sitting on the bus as being related to the task of getting 
groceries. Moreover, relaxing on the beach is, arguably, 
a task-free scenario (unless we construe tasks so 
broadly to include activities such as relaxing on the 
beach, in which case, it is not clear what is not a task). 
Does this mean that all thoughts in such scenarios 
qualify as TUT, or does it mean that none do?

A third kind of scenario, distributed-task scenarios, 
reveal a further disconnect between daily life and the 
lab. Sometimes, daily-life activities require waiting 
around for something to happen before a task can be 
completed. Examples include waiting for the dough to 
rise before finishing the dessert or waiting for the bus 
to show up. These are examples of distributed tasks in 
which successfully completing the task cannot be done 
all at once. When performing a distributed task, there 
can be stretches of waiting around for the task to catch 
up. The thoughts that occur during these waiting peri-
ods need not be directed at the task. But these thoughts 
do not seem to count as TUT because when waiting, 
there is nothing for one to do at the moment to carry 
the task forward. Just because one is waiting, however, 

does not mean one is no longer performing the task. 
So which thoughts count as TUT? Whatever the answer, 
it is clear that daily life is not simply a series of focal 
tasks, which in turn raises some important issues sur-
rounding the methodological approaches currently 
adopted in daily-life studies of TUT.

Consider that many daily-life studies of mind wan-
dering use prompts that presume people are always 
performing a task (see Table 4). Most prompts ask 
whether one’s current thoughts are directed at whatever 
one is currently doing. This might seem innocuous, but 
the prompt is ambiguous. On one reading, the prompt 
asks whether one’s thoughts are focused on a current 
task (Ostojic-Aitkens, Brooker, & Miller, 2019, made this 
explicit by using measures of on-task thought; see Table 
4). On a different reading, the prompt asks the more 
general question of whether one’s thought is directly 
related to a current activity. But, as already discussed, 
some activities make this question hard to interpret. 
This is because not all tasks impose consistently high 
attentional demands on a person.

Admittedly, Kane and colleagues (2017) acknowl-
edged this possibility in their instructions to partici-
pants. Although their examples of mind wandering all 
describe not thinking about a focal task, they described 
situations in which people are doing things that do not 
require any thought, such as sitting on the couch or 
riding the bus. They labeled these as “doing-nothing 
occasions” and stated that they are pretty rare. Partici-
pants were instructed to label all tasks in these situa-
tions as mind wandering. Our argument highlights a 
problem with this methodology. The presumption is 
that people are either performing focal tasks or doing 
nothing. But we highlighted a third category, fluid tasks, 
that covers tasks that do not require full attentiveness 
for successful performance and have vague temporal 
parameters. The frequency of such tasks is unclear, in 
part because researchers have not designed methods 
to study these tasks.

This survey of daily-life studies informs two lessons. 
Some situations are task-free or task-ambiguous. Task-
oriented definitions of mind wandering do not clearly 
preserve these distinctions, but many daily-life studies 
continue to use task-oriented definitions of mind wan-
dering (or prompts that could be interpreted as task-
oriented). Second, some tasks can be strategically 
engaged. Current experience sampling methodologies 
do not have any way for participants to clearly com-
municate whether they are performing a temporally 
fluid task, which opens the possibility of confounds. 
Song and Wang (2012) included a task question in their 
survey (“At the time of the signal, I was performing a 
task”). But the structure of the questionnaire presumes 
that mind wandering is just TUT. That is, if people 
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indicate that their thoughts had not wandered off at the 
time of the signal, they were instructed to move directly 
to the task question. No results were reported for peo-
ple who answered no to the off-task thought question 
and the task-performance question. Thus, the structure 
of the questionnaire did not allow people to indicate 
the performance of fluid tasks.

A different structure, however, might be useful. 
Attention should be paid to two conditions: (a) people 
who respond “yes” to the off-task thought question and 
“no” to the task question, and (b) people who respond 
“no” to the off-task thought question and “no” to the 
task question. These situations reflect areas in which 
researchers can draw out more nuanced information 
about the relationship between task performance and 
mind wandering. Furthermore, we think that the instruc-
tions provided by Kane and colleagues (2017) about 
different task scenarios is highly useful. We suggest that 
more nuance be added to distinguish categories that 
map onto more nuanced dimensions of everyday 
experience.

Finally, we note that some daily-life studies are better 
than others. Although we focused on the work of Kane 
and colleagues (2017), we commend their efforts to 
instruct participants on how to identify tasks and how 
to respond in potentially ambiguous scenarios. But 
other research does not reflect this level of nuance. As 
shown in Table 4, many daily-life studies implicitly 

study TUT and employ measurements of TUT without 
being sensitive to the complications we have raised. 
Hence, we believe that the study of TUT in daily life 
would benefit from incorporating the suggestions we 
offer.

Of course, research will be needed to identify a suit-
able methodology to achieve this goal, and we do not 
intend to propose or endorse any specific methodology. 
Instead, we raise this as a key issue that researchers of 
TUT would do well to consider if they are interested 
in examining daily-life TUT.

One goal of daily-life TUT research is to understand 
the various practical consequences of task inattention. 
For instance, researchers examined the consequences 
of TUT in the classroom (Wammes, Seli, Cheyne, 
Boucher, & Smilek, 2016), while driving (e.g., Yanko & 
Spalek, 2013), and while reading (Feng et al., 2013).

The kinds of tasks that structure daily life, as men-
tioned previously, are heterogeneous. The parameters 
of other tasks are ambiguous. Some tasks are performed 
intermittently. These various kinds of tasks are sensitive 
to differential ranges of task inattentiveness in which 
some tasks can be reliably completed without devoting 
full attention to performing those tasks (Thomson et al., 
2015). So, someone may be appropriately attentive to 
a given task without being fully attentive. Some daily-
life TUT measures elide this distinction by measuring 
task attentiveness dichotomously. For example, Yanko 

Table 4. Prompts and Measures Used in Daily-Life Studies of Mind Wandering

Study Prompt Measure

Ostojic-Aitkens, Brooker, and 
Miller (2019)

“Are you thinking about something other 
than what you’re currently doing?”

5-point scale (completely on task to 
completely on unrelated concerns)

Seli, Beaty, et al. (2018) 1. “At the time of the beep, my mind had 
wandered to something other than what  
I was doing.”

1. Dichotomous

 2. “At the time of the beep, my mind was . . . ” 2. 4-point scale (completely focused on 
what I was doing to mostly focused on 
something other than what I was doing)

Kane et al. (2017) “At the time of the beep, my mind had 
wandered to something other than what  
I was doing.”

7-point scale (1 = not at all, 4 = moderately, 
7 = very much)

Franklin, Mrazek, et al. (2013) “Are you off-task?” Dichotomous (yes/no)
Song and Wang (2012) “At the time of the beep, my mind had 

wandered to something other than what  
I was doing.”

5-point scale (1 = not at all, 5 = very much)

Killingsworth and Gilbert 
(2010)

“Are you thinking about something other 
than what you’re currently doing?”

4 items (no, yes—pleasant, yes—neutral, 
yes—unpleasant)

McVay, Kane, and Kwapil 
(2009)

First item asks whether participant’s current 
thoughts had wandered from their activity.

Dichotomous (yes/no)

Kane et al. (2007) “At the time of the beep, my mind had 
wandered to something other than what  
I was doing.”

Dichotomous (yes/no)
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and Spalek (2013) measured mind wandering during a 
simulated driving task by asking whether participants 
were focused on the task or focused on something else 
in the 10-s interval before an auditory thought probe. 
Likewise, Killingsworth and Gilbert (2010) measured 
mind wandering by asking whether participants were 
“thinking about something other than what [they are] 
currently doing?” This treats task attentiveness dichoto-
mously, but the structure of daily-life tasks means task 
attentiveness is graded. Some tasks require degrees of 
attentiveness that fall short of being fully attentive. Our 
methodological criticisms, then, suggest that research-
ers interested in the consequences of daily life TUT 
should consider using graded measures of task inat-
tentiveness (see Seli, Beaty, et al., 2018 for further dis-
cussion). This recommendation applies only to research 
of daily-life TUT, however. Indeed, recent evidence 
(Smith, Murray, Schooler, & Seli, 2019) suggests that 
continuous and dichotomous measures of in-lab TUT 
are equally predictive of errors on the one-back task 
and the metronome response task (Seli et  al., 2013). 
Thus, laboratory-based studies of TUT can draw on 
continuous or dichotomous measures. Because dichoto-
mous measures provide the appropriate structure for 
multiple classifications, there remains room for using 
some dichotomous measures of TUT.

The Assumption That Measures  
of Mind Wandering or Daydreaming 
Apply to TUT

One final complication with investigations of TUT is 
that researchers have often assumed that measures of 
TUT generalize to other kinds of mind wandering and 
conversely, that measures of mind wandering and day-
dreaming also apply to TUT. The underlying assump-
tion is that it is permissible to equate daydreaming with 
TUT. This ignores the fact that some scenarios are task-
ambiguous or task-free, as mentioned above, and that 
some mind wandering and daydreaming could occur 
in the absence of TUT (Seli, Kane, Smallwood, et al., 
2018). To return to an earlier example, neither sitting 
on a bus nor relaxing on the beach requires that the 
individual be currently performing a task, which thereby 
precludes TUT in such contexts. However, people in 
these situations might still mind wander or daydream. 
The assumption that mind wandering implies TUT or 
that TUT measures generalize to all other forms of mind 
wandering, however, rules out this possibility. It seems 
clear that mind wandering is possible in task-ambiguous 
or task-free scenarios, which indicates that there is no 
simple inference from mind wandering to TUT.

Without acknowledging the possibility of mind wan-
dering in the absence of TUT, researchers sometimes 

integrate information drawn from measures of TUT with 
information drawn from measures of other kinds of 
mind wandering (e.g., daydreaming or intentional mind 
wandering). For example, researchers might combine 
information about rates of TUT with the claim that mind 
wandering is associated with creativity without acknowl-
edging the possibility that these measures are associ-
ated with different kinds of mind wandering. Given the 
possibility of mind wandering in the absence of TUT, 
researchers should be cautious when drawing general 
conclusions about mind wandering from information 
about TUT (see Seli, Kane, Smallwood, et al., 2018).

Similar problems arise for the inference from mea-
sures of daydreaming to measures of TUT. For example, 
it is common for researchers to use the Imaginal Pro-
cesses Inventory, or IPI (Singer & Antrobus, 1972)—a 
retrospective self-report questionnaire assessing “day-
dreaming”—as a proxy for TUT (e.g., Baird et al., 2012; 
Birnie, Smallwood, Reay, & Riby, 2015; Qin, Perdoni, & 
He, 2011; Shrimpton, McGann, & Riby, 2017). Note that 
the daydreaming-related IPI questions (e.g., “Whenever 
I have time on my hands, I daydream” or “I lose myself 
in active daydreaming”) do not require a focal task for 
“daydreaming” to be reported, so from the perspective 
of investigations of TUT, it is unclear whether responses 
to the IPI reflect TUT, task-free thoughts (which would, 
by definition, not qualify as TUT), or a combination of 
the two. One reason to be skeptical of the connection 
between daydreaming and TUT is that the properties 
of the content are different. Daydreams have somewhat 
explicit content and more narrative structure relative to 
TUT (Mason et al., 2007; Stawarczyk, Majerus, Van der 
Linden, & D’Argembeau, 2012). These differences in 
content suggest that daydreams are a distinct kind of 
mental episode from TUT. It is entirely possible that 
daydreaming, similar to mind wandering, is a hetero-
geneous concept that also suffers from terminological 
vagueness (Zedelius & Schooler, 2015). A recent theory 
of mind wandering, the family resemblances view, 
explicitly acknowledges that mind wandering is a mul-
tidimensional concept that cannot be classically defined 
(see Seli, Kane, Smallwood, et al., 2018). If daydreaming 
and mind wandering are both heterogeneous concepts 
encompassing a wide range of different kinds of experi-
ences, then there is certainly no straightforward gener-
alization from TUT to daydreaming or from daydreaming 
to TUT.

Relatedly, these complications in comparing day-
dreaming and mind wandering with TUT bring out 
potential issues with the validity of self-report. The 
extent to which people can make discriminations 
between different forms of mind wandering and day-
dreaming is unclear. This lack of clarity is exacerbated 
in light of the fact that people are not always meta-aware 
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of their mind wandering (Zedelius, Broadway, & 
Schooler, 2015). This means that participants are report-
ing on experiences they are not aware of having until 
after the fact. Although we think there are serious prob-
lems with thought-probe methodologies, some of these 
problems can be mitigated by using probes in appropri-
ate contexts. If anything, we suggest that thought probes 
might not be well suited to discriminating between day-
dreaming and TUT, but this does not imply that thought 
probes cannot be used to classify thoughts on the basis 
of relatively simple, introspectible qualities. For example, 
in our sample thought probes presented in Figure 4, we 
asked participants about the content of their thought and 
the direction of focus. We think that these probes deliver 
reliable data even if they do not facilitate more fine-
grained classifications.

A related complication is that researchers have 
tended to assume that trait-level measures of “mind 
wandering” necessarily index TUT. For instance, 
although commonly used trait-level measures of “mind 
wandering” (i.e., the mind wandering: spontaneous 
questionnaire and the mind wandering: deliberate 
questionnaire, Carriere, Seli, & Smilek, 2013) do not 
require the presence of a task for one to report “mind 
wandering,” some researchers of TUT (ourselves 
included) have theoretically integrated findings from 
studies employing these trait-level questionnaires with 
findings from laboratory studies that directly indexed 
TUT (e.g., Golchert et al., 2017; Seli, Risko, & Smilek, 
2016a). If, however, these trait-level reports of mind 
wandering sometimes reflect task-free thoughts (which 
seems a reasonable assumption), it could be conceptu-
ally and theoretically problematic to equate these task-
free reports with reports of TUT. This, in a way, is an 
extension of the methodological critique of mind wan-
dering research raised in Seli, Kane, Smallwood, et al. 
(2018), although we extend this critique by specifically 
applying it to the TUT variety of mind wandering and 
by offering some suggestions for a way forward.

We can observe the consequences of these method-
ological issues in studies that examine trait-level mind 
wandering. Godwin and colleagues (2017) found sig-
nificant positive correlations between trait mind wan-
dering and increased functional connectivity within the 
default mode network. However, functional connectiv-
ity was measured during resting state, which is a task-
free scenario. Trait mind wandering was assessed using 
items that measure the propensity for TUT (derived 
from Mrazek, Phillips, Franklin, Broadway, & Schooler, 
2013). Despite this mismatch in indices of “mind wan-
dering,” the fact that trait mind wandering was found 
to correlate with default mode activity in task-free con-
ditions is in some ways all the more remarkable, given 
that there is no obvious connection between the trait-

level variable and the corresponding default mode con-
nectivity in a task-free scenario.

In other studies, research led by Gil-Jardiné and 
Mason identified significant positive correlations 
between trait mind wandering and both distracted 
thoughts while driving (Gil-Jardiné et  al., 2017) and 
having stimulus-independent thoughts while perform-
ing a habitual routine (Mason et al., 2007). Although 
both measured TUT at the state level, each group used 
items from the daydreaming frequency scale (Giambra, 
1993) to determine trait mind wandering. Hence, nei-
ther shows a correlation between the propensity for 
TUT and state-level TUT. This is problematic because 
other researchers assume that the trait mind wandering 
measures in these studies are indexed to TUT. In fact, 
Fell (2018) and O’Callaghan, Shine, Hodges, Andrews-
Hanna, and Irish (2019) both cited Mason et al. (2007) 
despite the fact that the former are both interested in 
TUT.

As noted above, some trait-level measures of mind 
wandering do capture one’s propensity to engage in 
TUT. Specifically, the mind wandering questionnaire 
(MWQ) developed by Mrazek et al. (2013) includes five 
items, each of which specifies the presence of a task 
in assessing mind wandering. These items include: “I 
have difficulty maintaining focus on simple or repetitive 
work” and “I do things without paying full attention.” 
For researchers interested in TUT and trait-level mea-
sures of TUT, this scale is best in virtue of being precise 
about the tendency to be inattentive to a task. One 
lingering issue, however, is that the MWQ does not 
distinguish between the varieties of TUT outlined 
above. For example, if people report difficulty main-
taining focus on simple or repetitive tasks, are they 
thinking in terms of other-imposed activities, self-
selected activities, or a combination of the two? Again, 
when people report doing things without paying full 
attention, are they reporting repeated failure to attend 
adequately or that they do not devote full attention to 
everything they do? As we argued above, most daily-life 
tasks do not require people to think very hard about 
doing them to perform the tasks successfully. Hence, 
the MWQ could be refined in light of our earlier meth-
odological criticisms.

Moving forward, then, we recommend that research-
ers take caution in theoretically integrating results 
across studies that specifically index TUT and those 
that index task-free thought (or those in which it is 
unclear whether the thoughts in question are indeed 
task-unrelated). Moreover, researchers would benefit 
from the development of a trait-level measure that spe-
cifically indexes the different varieties of TUT outlined 
in our article (i.e., unintentional, undirected, success-
fully directed, and unsuccessfully directed). With the 
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development of such a questionnaire, researchers can 
ensure that they are indexing the specific cognitive 
process of interest rather than potentially confounding 
this process with other, separable varieties of mind 
wandering (e.g., task-free thought) or TUT.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

The increased scientific interest in mind wandering 
makes this an exciting time to study the wandering 
mind. Increased interest should generate increased 
scrutiny, and there are still various methodological and 
conceptual challenges that need to be faced to develop 
more mature scientific theories of mind wandering. We 
have outlined three complications in investigations of 
the TUT variety of mind wandering and highlighted the 
different ways in which these complications may be 
hindering the development of a scientific account of 
TUT. These complications include (a) the ambiguity of 
task-unrelatedness, which poses problems for classify-
ing thoughts as task-unrelated; (b) ambiguities in the 
prompts used for daily-life studies of mind wandering, 
which make it difficult to compare daily-life measures 
of mind wandering with laboratory-based measures of 
TUT; and (c) the tendency for researchers to treat mea-
sures of mind wandering and daydreaming as exclusive 
indices of TUT, which also complicates trait-level mea-
sures of TUT.

Many of these methodological issues arise from the 
ambiguity of what constitutes a task. People engage in 
a variety of tasks, not all of which are focal, and daily 
life contains many task-free and task-ambiguous sce-
narios. Furthermore, the possibility of mind wandering 
in these scenarios suggests a distinction between mind 
wandering and TUT, which, as we noted, has several 
implications for current research into both mind wan-
dering and TUT. Thus, attending to the rich variety of 
tasks that humans perform (and the way they go about 
performing them) should contribute to a more nuanced 
scientific account of TUT.

Although these are complicated issues, we propose 
the following concrete suggestions to help guide future 
investigations of TUT. First, we suggest that researchers 
increase efforts to distinguish between the various 
kinds of TUT outlined above. The recently proposed 
distinction between intentional and unintentional mind 
wandering represents a first step, but as we argued, 
there is room for greater nuance. Second, researchers 
should use caution when directly comparing results 
from daily life studies of TUT and laboratory-based 
studies of TUT. In particular, research should establish 
the kinds of tasks being performed across both studies 
(i.e., fluid or steady). Part of the fix can come from 
the study of daily life, which can ask questions to 

determine what kinds of tasks people are performing 
and how people view the attentional demands of such 
tasks. Third, researchers should use caution when theo-
retically integrating findings across different studies of 
mind wandering given that, as this article has revealed, 
not all measures of mind wandering consist in TUT. 
Although this point was raised first in Seli, Kane, Small-
wood, et al. (2018), we have proposed a scale that can 
be used to measure trait mind wandering that more 
accurately measures the propensity for TUT. Fourth, 
investigations of TUT should use more ecologically 
valid tasks that reflect the differences between sus-
tained task performance and more fluid forms of goal 
pursuit. This, in turn, would allow for more appropriate 
comparisons between daily-life and lab-based TUT. This 
can be accomplished in two ways: (a) Researchers 
might employ tasks with higher degrees of temporal 
fluidity, and (b) researchers might consider using tasks 
that do not constantly place demands on participants’ 
attention, which should in turn permit participants to 
engage in strategic TUT (e.g., Seli, Carriere, et al., 2018). 
These courses of action should provide more structured 
grounds for research on TUT and in doing so, allow for 
the development of a more mature scientific account 
of the phenomenon.
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Notes

1. The person’s intention, however, only generates these com-
mitments in virtue of some overarching goal to which the per-
son is committed. Committing attention to an intended task, 
then, depends on an overarching commitment to a goal that 
the intention (if executed successfully) serves to advance (see 
Klinger, 2013).
2. This does not mean that previous intentions are cancelled; 
rather, they occupy a diminished role in the person’s hierarchy 
of priorities (which affects cognitive resource allocation). Thus, 
in the lab, a participant might shift focus to some other task 
while still maintaining enough attention to accurately respond 
to the researcher-imposed task. This is because participants can 
think about a task without focusing on it.
3. This variety of TUT is akin to being “on task” or “goal directed” 
because the participant is actively engaged with his or her other 
task. However, traditionally, such thoughts have been classified 
by researchers as failures of executive control.
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4. This variety of TUT is akin to a failure in cognitive control or 
a failure to maintain attention on the self-imposed task.
5. Although unintentional TUT and unsuccessfully directed 
TUT typically reflect failures of executive control, these failures 
need not be interpreted as maladaptive. Often, the interfering 
thoughts will be related to some other goal or personal concern 
even if they are not directly related to the focal task (see Klinger 
et al., 2018).
6. In this example, it is admittedly unclear how a participant 
would respond to the traditional thought probe asking the 
participant to indicate whether he or she was (a) on task, (b) 
intentionally mind wandering, or (c) unintentionally mind wan-
dering. Certainly, the participant would not select the on-task 
option, and moreover, it seems unlikely that the participant 
would select the unintentional-mind-wandering option (i.e., 
“thinking about task-unrelated thoughts despite my best inten-
tions to focus on the task”). Presumably the participant would 
respond with the intentional-mind-wandering option (i.e., 
“deliberately thinking about something other than the task”), 
although this option does not quite map onto the participant’s 
experience either, given that he or she was not successfully 
thinking about the self-imposed task.
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